(“the Constitution”)

prosecutors’ offices), city prosecutors and distr

Prosecutor General Office (“PGO”)

d citizen’s rights and freedoms and the

The prosecution’s function to su
e organs is referred to as the ‘general supervision’ function.
Function of ‘general supervision’
‘general supervision’ is enshrined in paragraph 5 of Article 121 of the
e function of ‘general
supervision’ was envisaged as a temporary function, which was governed by the Transitional





prosecution service of the function of ‘general supervision’.
the Public Prosecutor’s

‘general supervision’. Thus, in its Opinion on the Draft Law of Ukraine
comments: ‘…Particularly positive is the proposal to abolish the competence of the
prosecutor (always strongly criticised by the Venice Commission), “to supervise over the
government and by their officials and officers”.

commitment of Ukraine towards the Council of Europe “
”…’





definition or restriction on the notion of ‘interests of the state’, as servin
equivalent of the ‘general supervision’ power.

investigators from prosecutors’
(“CPC”)

(“

”) stressed that ‘in order for the

current procedure’.

officials. Such agency should, in the view of the CPT, be ‘demonstratively separate’ from the





be dismissed on ‘other grounds’.

recommended that ‘comprehensive criteria and procedures for the appointment and dismissal
should have an unfettered discretion in this respect.’





General’s term of office should be extended and re

withthe prosecution’s activities

at ‘instructions to an inferior prosecutor should be given in writing,
cutorial council should decide on the legality of the instruction’.
for ‘interfering’ with the activities of the prosecution service in a way which curtailed media





(“GRECO”

observance of “rights and freedoms of citizens and the fulfillment of laws” by bodies of
the State. According to the Commissioner, the prosecution’s task should be limited ‘to the
prosecution of criminal offences and defending the public and State interest’.

politicise the prosecution service and ensure ‘clear and transpar
on the qualifications and merits of individual candidates’.
Finally, the Commissioner stated that ‘the role of prosecutors in combating impunity and

criminal justice systems of all member states.’





